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Abstract
This Paper reports on the design and implementation of a
networked visual monitoring system for surveillance. Instead
of the usual periodic monitoring, the system has an uutotrucking feature which captures the important characteristics
of intruders. We integrate two schemes, namely, image segmentation and histogram comparison, to accomplish the
auto-tracking feature. The developed tracking scheme is able
to segment and track moving objects from the background in
real time. The tracked object information is used to guide the
motion of the tracking camera to track the intruders and then
to take a series of photographs. In multiple object tracking,
we have developed a multiple objects tracking scheme,
based on object color histogram comparison, to overcome
object occlusion and disocclusion issues. To achieve efficient transmission and storage, the captured video is compressed in H.263 format. Query based on time as well as
events are provided. Users can access the system from web
browsers to view the monitoring site or manipulate the
tracking camera on the Intemet. These features are of importance and value to surveillance.

I. Introduction
We integrate visual object segmentation, object histogram
comparison and motion tracking, real-time transmission, and
digital storage/query techniques in the designing of a novel
networked visual monitoring system. The developed system
has the ability to perform the following functions:
(1)Auto-tracking: A tracking camera tracks the intruder's
motions at the monitoring site. Furthermore, it takes a
series of shots to capture the main characteristics of the
intruders.
(2)Web-based remote control and monitoring: Users are able
to view the monitoring site from common web browsers
on the Internet.
(3)Digital storage/query: The system provides two types of
query. One is based on time. The other is based on event.
Thus, the events of interest can be retrieved randomly and
efficiently.

ger an automatic alarm. Furthermore, content-based retrieval
techniques are also used in video databases. The feature
points tracking scheme is presented in [7] for particular person-tracking in a crowded environment. In [ 5 ] , object locations are determined in 3D by multiple cameras. This information is further used in object tracking.
The paper is outlined as follows. In section 2, we present the
architecture of the visual monitoring system. Visual object
segmentation and tracking schemes are given in section 3. A
real-time image segmentation scheme is developed to detect
scene change and to extract moving objects. Then, the development of an object histogram comparison scheme to
detect the motion of objects is described. We detail the implementation of a prototype of our design in section 4. Windows NT and Windows 98 are used as a platform for server
end and client ends, respectively. We conclude our present
work and point out future research directions in section 5 .

11. System Overview
The system architecture of the present networked visual
monitoring system is shown in Fig. 1. There are types of two
cameras in the monitored site. One is the global camera,
which captures the global view of interest. The other are
tracking cameras, controlled by VMS server to track the
intruders. In order to keep the recorded images safely, the
captured images are stored in a VMS server as well as VMS
DB server. In the case users request real time image monitoring, the system connects to the VMS Server. On the other
hand, the system connects to the VMS DB server if users
query stored images.

Research on digital visual monitoring systems has progressed rapidly in recent years. Change detection schemes
have been applied in determining the appearance of intruders
[6]. As an intruder breaks in, these systems are able to trig-
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Fig. 1 System architecture of visual monitoring system
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Server End
The data flow diagram of the VMS server consists of five
units: (1) camera control unit, (2) real-time image transmission unit, (3) query unit, (4) storage unit, and (5) encoding
unit. There are two types of data flow in the server end. One
is commands coming from the client ends. The other is inherent in the server end. A command from the client ends
first is passed to the command demultiplex unit. Depending
on the types of request, this command may be transferred
into the camera control unit, real-time image transmission
unit, or query unit for further processing. Meanwhile, in the
server end, the captured images are transferred to the storage
unit and real-time image transmission unit.

time the background scene remains the same. We use this
feature in designing an object segmentation scheme. A flow
chart of object segmentation in the present paper is depicted
in Fig. 3. It consists of image segmentation process and
background update process.

Client End
The networked visual monitoring system is able to view and
control the monitored site from the client ends. Three types
of request from the user end are possible: (1) view monitoring site, (2) control camera, and (3) query of stored image.
The corresponding units are: (1) decoder unit, (2) camera
control analysis unit, and (3) query interface, respectively.
These requests are transmitted to the Intemet from the network transmission unit. As the message responds from the
server, a message demultiplex unit relays these messages to
the corresponding unit for further processing.

111. Object Segmentationand Tracking
As shown in Fig. 2, the image processing procedure of the
designed visual monitoring system is divided into three
phases, namely, pre-processing, segmentation, and tracking.
The captured images from the global camera are fed into a
pre-process block to filter out image noise. Next, an object
segmentation scheme is followed, which is responsible for
segmentation of moving objects from the background. Once
the moving objects are detected, the centroid and boundary
of objects are computed. This information is used to guide
the movement of a tracking camera. Note that to accomplish
the above task, processing the captured images in real-time
is an important issue. In other words, the computation complexity of motion object segmentation and tracking schemes
are of concem. In this section, the designed real-time object
segmentation scheme and object tracking scheme based on
histogram comparison are described. To facilitate the presentation, we denote FB as the background image, F,, as the
present frame and F,, as the first frame of the surveillance
video.

3.1 Visual object segmentation
In the case of many surveillance applications, most of the
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Fig. 3 Visual object seg- j
j
mentation procedure

Fig. 4 Objects tracking
process

(1) Edge detection
In the initial phase, Fo is taken as background image FE.
The background image FB and any present image F,, are fed
into a high-pass filter to determine the edges [2]. We label
the edge portion as ones and zeros otherwise. Next, we scan
this resulting new edge image from left to right and top to
bottom. The collection of contiguous zeros or ones constitutes a segment. Each scan line may consist of many segments. The locations and length of each segment are recorded. This representation is called a segment diagram.
(2) Image segmentation
By performing the union operation on the segment diagram of the present image F,, and the segment diagram of the
background image FE, we are able to identify the moving
objects in the present image.
(3) Region labeling
As the first step in region labeling, we compute the
area of each region. The region will be ignored if its area is
less than a predetermined threshold. Each region detected is
tagged with unique ID. Next, the corresponding region centroid and boundary locations are computed. The object
boundary locations are used to guide the motion of a tracking camera.
The background image of the monitoring site may change in
some cases. Thus, we require a background update process.
The scheme consists of updating partially and updating
globally cases in the background update process. As shown
in Fig. 6, if there is no object found in the monitoring site,
the present image F,, will be used as the new FE, i.e., updating globally. This process takes care of gradual changes in
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lighting conditions. If some objects do not move for a certain
time, it will be viewed as a portion of background image.
Thus, this object is pasted on Fs in the corresponding location to form a new partially background image.

3.2 Object tracking
There are cases in which multiple objects may appear in the
monitoring site at the same time. As mentioned, we make
use of the computed region boundary to guide the movement
of the tracking camera. In the case of multiple objects, two
common issues are important: one is occlusion and the other
is disocclusion. A simple example is depicted in Fig. 5. As
shown in Fig. 5, two objects are separate at the beginning. At
some instant they meet, overlap, and then separate again.
Some object features may be temporarily hidden when
overlap occurs. In reality, there are cases which are much
more complex than shown here. Therefore, a tracking scheme must overcome the above difficulties. In the present
design, we make use of histogram comparison and object
spatial locations to track the motion.
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Fig. 5 Occlusion and disocclusion of two objects
Each image has its corresponding color histogram. Usually,
the color histogram represents the relative frequency of the
occurrence of color intensity of the corresponding image
[1,3,4]. A similar result applies in dealing with each individual object in the image. However, in order to differentiate
the size of an object in the image, the histogram in the present work represents exact pixel counts of color intensity of
an object, i.e., x-axis denotes the color intensity of red, green,
or blue and y-axis represents the pixel counts.
Based on the optical flow constraints, the color histogram
profile of an object has few variants in the case of shift,
rotation, and translation in a continuous image sequence. In
shift and rotation cases, the color histogram remains the
same. In the case of translation, only a few regions of an
object would disappear or appear. Therefore, the corresponding histogram profile will slightly change in some
color intensities. As the object comes close to or moves
away from a camera, i.e., changes the object urea in the
whole scene, the histogram only shifts in vertical direction.
The histogram profile shifts upward when an object moves
toward the camera. On the other hand, it shifts downward
when object moves away from camera. The similarity of the
corresponding profile still exists, however. As multiple objects appear in the same scene, occlusion and disocclusion of
objects occur. In the beginning phase of occlusion, the

merged histogram is similar to the linear addition of the
original individual histograms. Based on the above, we can
detect and record which objects are merged. As these merged
objects split, the recorded object histograms are compared
with the new resulting histograms to differentiate the objects.
Therefore, object motion correspondence and moving trajectory is obtained.
The designed tracking process in case of multiple objects is
shown in Fig. 4. It includes the following steps: (1) Coarse
histogram comparison, ( 2 ) Fine histogram comparison, and
(3) Mergekplit histogram comparison.

(1) Coarse histogram comparison: In the coarse histogram
comparison step, the algorithm enumerates every object in
F,,, and compares with every enumerated object in F,,. Both
mean and variance of the histogram difference between the
j t h object in F,,, and the kth region in F,, are computed. If the
computed mean or variance is less than a threshold, this
region is identified to be the matched object in F,,.,. This
process continues until the last object is compared.
( 2 ) Fine histogram comparison: In some cases, the above
coarse histogram comparison scheme may fail to allocate the
corresponding object due to existing similar histograms. A
fine histogram comparison is followed to overcome the above problem. It is a multi-resolution-like approach. We divide
the similar pair into two parts, then compare the corresponding histograms. If the above procedure fails to identify
the corresponding object in F,,, these two parts will be separated into four parts and the comparison procedure will be
repeated. The process continues until the corresponding
object is identified. If the area of the separated part is too
small, the process is terminated.

(3) Mergekplit comparison: After the above process, unmatched objects or regions may still exist. These include the
cases of (1) new objects appearing in frame F,!, ( 2 ) objects
disappearing, (3) more than one object merged into one region, and (4) one object splitting to more than one region.
After the coarse and fine histogram comparison steps, it is
clear that if no residual object is in F,,., and there are regions
existing in F,,, i.e., case (l), these regions are viewed as new
objects. The process is reversed to obtain case (2). In case (3)
and case (4), if we perform comparison directly, this creates
a heavy computation load. Assume, for instance, that we
have three remaining objects in F,,., and five regions in F,,. It
takes (c;+ C;)X (c;+ c; + c,' + c;)additions of each histogram.
In resolving this computational burden, we establish a distance table (DT) to record the least distance between object
contours and region contours, respectively. The DT is used
to select the objects in F,,., that may merge or split in F,,.
Based on the information in DT, we add the histogram pixel
count from the closest object to reasoning the object motion.
The same reasoning applies in dealing with case 4.
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1V. Implementation and Results
MS Visual C++ 6.0 MFC is used as a system development
tool. Windows NT and Windows 98 are chosen as platforms
for the server end and the client ends, respectively. In the
client end, we make use of embedded software technique of
ActiveX to allow viewers to download the designed viewing
window through MS E.
We implemented a prototype of the proposed system at
Computer and Networks (CAN) in Tamkang University.
Readers may access and view the results through the Intemet
at the web site, http:llwww.can.tku.edu.twNMSldefault.html.
To manipulate the camera, MS IE 4.0 browser or above are
recommended.
A test video is shown Fig.
- 6 to illustrate the above trackingprocess. The corresponding frame numbers are indicated.
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Two query modes are provided to speedup the search process. One is based on time. The other is based on event. In the
query based on event, a list of events appears after the user
inputs the selected time interval. As shown in Fig. 8, time
and event descriptions are shown in the dialog box, and the
user can further view the recorded video by double clicking
the corresponding event.

V.

Conclusions

In the present paper, we make use of advanced image processing, networking, and computer technologies in developing a networked visual monitoring system. A visual object
segmentation scheme is used in distinguishing moving objects from the background scene. Then, an object histogram
comparison is used in tracking moving objects. The proposed system is thereby able to capture further the intruders'
characteristics effectively. In summary, the designed and
implemented system consists of many useful features, such
as (1) auto-tracking of intruders, (2) remote control and access over the Intemet, and (3) digital storage and query of
images. These features are useful to applications such as
surveillance as well as many other areas.
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